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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 1M denote Minkowski space, the 4dimensional real vector space R*, 
provided with the indefinite quedmtic form 
&(z)=~~2-~~2--22-x32, x=(x0, Xl, ST‘& q) EM. 
There is a partial order <on M, given by : z < y if and only if Q(y - 2) > 0 
and ZO<~O. 
Let C be the group of autobijections of ill, preserving the relation < 
and let GO be the group generated by the orthochronous Lorentz group 
(linear maps that leave Q invariant and preserve the sign of the first 
coordinate), the group of translations of M and the group of scalar multi- 
plications of the vectors of M by a positive real number. In 1964 ZEEMAN 
[14] proved that C and GO coincide. Zeeman’s theorem has been generalized 
in several ways, cf. [l], [2], [3], [5], [9], [12] and [13]. 
Moreover, topologies for M have been introduced, ba,sed on Zeeman’s 
theorem, cf. [15], [6], [7] and [8]. 
The purpose of the present paper is to prove an extension of Zeeman’s 
theorem for n-dimensional vector spaces (n> 3) over commutative fields 
and provided with a quadratic form Q with Witt-index 1. 
2. ISOTROPIC ~-4~s 
In order to formulate our results we recall some notions and results 
from [4]. 
Let P denote an n-dimensional (left) vector space over a commutative 
field K. A ,u-semilinear may, f : V --+ V with respect tot an automorphism 
,u: K -+ K is a map such that: 
i) f@+Y)=fW+f(Y), 
ii) fW)=p@)f@), (5, Y E V; il. E K). 
A quadratic form Q on V is a map Q: V + K with properties: 
9 Q&4 =A2Q(4 
ii) QW-Y)-Q@)-Q&(Y)=@, Y) is a (symmetric) bilinear form, (2, y) E V; 
AEK). 
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We suppose that Q is non-degenerate i.e. (x, a) = 0 for all x E V and 
Q(a) = 0 imply a= 0. 
An isotropic linear subspace D of V with respect to Q is a linear subspace 
with the property that Q(x) = 0 for all x E D. As is known all maximal 
isotropic linear subspaces have the same dimension. This maximal di- 
mension is called the (FVitt)-index of Q. 
For a E V we define the cone C(a) with vertex a (with respect to Q) 
as the set {X E VI&(x-a)=O}. 
Finally we define an isotropic map f : V + V as a bijection that trans- 
forms cones into cones. 
As an algebraic generalization of Zeeman’s theorem we now prove the 
following theorem : 
THEOREM. Assume that n > 3 and that Q has index 1. Then every isotropic 
map of V is a product of a translation and a semilinear map f : the latter 
satisfying Q(f (x)) = cp(Q(x)) for some c # 0. 
To prove this theorem we use a number of lemma’s. 
LEMMA 1. Let la,* be the line through a an& b. If b E C(a), then C(a) n 
n C(b) = &+ 
PROOF. Without loss of generality we may assume a= 0. Obviously 
lO,b c c(o) n C(b). c onversely, b E C(0) implies C(0) n C(b) C l&b. This one 
proves as follows : x E C(0) n C(b) means Q(x) = 0 and Q(x - b) = 0, therefore 
(x, b) = 0. Consequently we have: 
Q(~x+Bb)=a2Q(x)+~Q(b)+aB(x, b)=O, (a, /9 E K). 
Since Q has index 1, x and b must be linearly dependent. 
A line 1,&b, as in lemma 1, is called an isotropic line. 
LEMMA 2. Isotropic maps transform isotropic lines onto isotropic lines. 
PROOF. Let I&b be the isotropic line through a and b. If f is an isotropic 
map then we have 
f&,b)=f(C@) n C(b)) =f(Q(a)) n f(W))=C(f(a)) n C(fW=hb 
which implies the assertion. 
LEMMA 3*. Let 1 and m be two isotropic lines without common points. 
Suppose that for every point P E 1 there is a point Q E m such that the line 
through P and Q is isotropic. Then 1 and m are parallel. 
PROOF*. We may assume that there are a, b and c such that l= Ka; 
m=b+Kc; a, b, c isotropic and (a, b)#O; (b, c)#O. 
*) Due to T. A. Springer. 
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Now for all 1 E K there is a ~1 E K such that &@a- b --PC) = 0 which 
means that for all iz E K the equation 
&A@, c) -p(b, c) +i(a, 6) = 0 
has a solution. Suppose (a, c) # 0, then there is no solution for 1= (a, c)-1 . 
. (b, c). Therefore (a, c)=O, in other words I and m are parallel. 
LEMMA 4. Isotropic maps transform parallel isotropic lines onto parallel 
isotropic lines. 
PROOF. Let Ii and 1s be two parallel isotropic lines. Suppose for con- 
venience that 0 E Ii. Assume Ii= Kb, la=a+ Kb (a $ Kb). We intersect 
the plane U through 21 and 12 by the cone C(0). For a point la+pub in the 
intersection U n C(0) we have 
Since Q(b)=0 we have either p=O or 
AC&) +p(a, b) = 0. 
Let (a, b) ~0, then the cone C(0) intersects the plane U in two distinct 
lines, intersecting each other and so does every cone with vertex in U. 
Consider the parallel isotropic lines 11 and 1s in U and apply the isotropic 
map f. 
Through every point on fZ1 there is an isotropic line, intersecting flz. 
Hence, by using lemma 3, we find that fZ1 and f/s are parallel. If however 
(a, b)=O then &(a)#0 (& h as index 1 and 11 and Zs are different). 
Now we have the situation that U is a tangent plane for the cones with 
vertex in U. Choose c 4 U and apply the same arguments as above to the 
parallel isotropic lines Zr =Ib and Zs =c+ ilb and to the parallel isotropic 
lines ls=a+Jb and &=c+2b. 
We find that fZlljfZ3, fZ IlfZ a s and hence that fhIIfZ2. This completes the 
proof of lemma 4. 
By a hyperbolic plane we mean a plane that contains two different iso- 
tropic directions. 
LEMMA 5. Assume that K has m&e than 2 elements. Then isotropic 
maps transform hyperbolic planes onto hyperbolic planes. 
PROOF. Let Ii, 22 and 1s be three parallel isotropic lines in the hyper- 
bolic plane U (here we use that K # GF(2)) and let m be an isotropic line 
in U, intersecting 11, 12 and la. 
Consequently, the isotropic line fm intersects the parallel isotropic lines 
fh, fig and fZ3. This means that this triple belongs to one and the same 
plane U’. 
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Through every point P E U there are exactly two isotropic lines 1 and 
m in U and fP is the point of intersection of the lines /l and fm, both 
lying in the plane U’. 
LEMMA 6. Assume again that K has more than 2 elements, then isotropic 
m4xps transform line8 onto lines. 
PROOF. For isotropic lines we proved it in lemma 2. For anisotropic 
lines the statement follows immediately from lemma 5 and the fact that 
every anisotropic line is the intersection of two hyperbolic planes (see [4]). 
Now we shall make use of the fundamental theorem of projective 
geometry which we recall here (see [4], page 72): 
THEOREM. Let np 3. Every bijection of V which transforms lines onto 
lines is a product of a translation and a semilinear mup. 
First assume that K has more than 2 elements. If we apply this theorem 
to our situation it is clear that f is a product of a translation and a semi- 
linear map. Multiplying by a translation we may assume that f(O)= 0 
and then the cone C(0) is kept fixed. 
Therefore multiplying f by a scalar # 0, if necessary, we deduce that f 
leaves & invariant (see [4]). In other words, we then have &(f(z)) =cp(&(z)) 
for some G# 0. 
This completes the proof of our theorem for the case that K#W(2). 
If K=Gl’(2) then, using the result of lemma 4, it is easy to see with 
straightforwards arguments, that our theorem is also true in that case. 
3. FINAL REMARKS 
3.1. Neither the characteristic of K, nor any order, nor any topology 
played a &le in the proof. In particular the theorem holds for all non- 
archimedean valued fields; however it is known that in this case quadratic 
forms with index 1 only exist for n< 6, cf. [ll]. We also note that the 
theorem is true for all finite fields but now we have only to do with n = 3 
or n=4 (compare again [ll]). 
3.2. For n= 4 and K = GJ’(2) the theorem is also true for the cones 
with index 2, because in that case the 16 cones of index 2 are the comple- 
mentary sets of the 16 cones of index 1: cf. [lo]. 
3.3. Obviously the question arises whether or not the theorem holds 
for skew fields and hermitean sesquilinear forms. A difficulty is that under 
those conditions it is impossible to characterize an isotropic line as the 
intersection of two cones (lemma 1). 
It is possible to characterize the isotropic line l= la as the intersection 
of all cones with vertex on 1 but then new difficulties arise if we want 
to prove lemma 2. Lemma 3 is easily extended to skew fields and sesqui- 
linear forms but with respect to the lemma’s 4, 5 and 6 we note that a 
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plane now does not contain at most two, but quite a lot of distinct isotropic 
directions. 
If we want to prove or disprove the theorem for skew fields, we perhaps 
have to look for a different approach. 
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